
Inter-dimensional 
photography
AN INSTRUMENT OF ENLIGHTENMENT



Photographs of Spiritual Emanations



Mother Mary in Arizona   

A well known picture, but this was photoshopped



Often these pictures of the moon show a reflection that is thought to be an orb. This one is.



This was the next picture. As you can see the orb has moved and there is a crown around it. Christine Whited said this 
was Mother Mary. She often appears in blue.



This shows a reflection to the left of the moon. The color blue is an orb.



Here you can see the blue orb has moved and there is another one that has moved from the right to left and stopped.



High Bridge Falls, New Jersey –Winter Solstice

2016 – We arrived and were greeted by something that wasn’t there the day before.



An ice angel greeted us for our visit. High Bridge Falls is one of the few portals where inter-stellar and inter-dimensionl
beings come to present themselves for the highest good of man.



A cold day , but 100’s of orbs (how angels present themselves to us) appeared.



The orbs come and go, sometimes they stand still, while other times , during the flash they move many feet.





This picture shows a strong energy field at the bottom and you can see the portal in the background, the greenish ring.



This shows people in the foreground and background with several orbs and their movement and stopping in 
the time the flash was taken.  This is in the portal, as well.



Here you can see two energy fields going across the top of the picture. The white rectangle is a sign on top of the Falls, 
lit by the flash. Pictured are Tom Meade and his wife , Phyllis.



You can see here, an orb has made several turns during the flash.  The battery in the iPad Phyllis is holding, died as well 
as her iPhone because of the energies present.  Once we left, full power returned.  Regular digital cameras work best.



Of course it was very cold. Here you can see an energy field over Phyllis’s left shoulder



This picture shows  the portal at the Falls with a bright energy coming through the upper left corner.



This picture  shows the portal with a strong energy coming through in the bottom left corner. It is dark out, no other 
light source and you can see the sign on the Falls and in the center a faint image  of the Falls coming through.



A picture usually deleted, but you can see the portal outline to the left and  these are light ships  and spiritual energies 
coming through.



Another  interesting spiritual being, note in bottom left sign on top of the Falls. At the top of the 
picture, very faint starships behind the tree line can be seen coming in.



This picture shows star ships beyond the tree line and light ships in the fore ground



This  shows  energy flowing across the portal, opening visible in the top of the photo.



Here we see energy beams that appear coming from a source to the right with nothing visible to the naked eye.



Here we see the same Falls at the Summer Solstice. You can see the blue light at the bottom of the Falls, with 
orbs and spiritual energies all over.



More of the energies flowing with the portal visible as well.



These next pictures are from a trip with Christine Whited to Chittenango Falls, NY in October, 2016. While many were 
getting great selfies with orbs I was getting nothing. My I pad died and my cell was showing nothing. It was pouring 

rain and cold. We had finished and everybody met under a lean –to to meditate and show their pictures. I said I 
would try once more and these are what I got. This shows an orb moving.



“Judah – the Lion”, Jesus – he came to protect us during our excursion (Christine Whited told me). A couple orbs and the 
streaks are rain drops



This picture shows several fairies the white dots. The white streak in the middle is the sword of St. Germaine



A blow up of the sword of St. Germaine



Several orbs streaking through the night.



Often in the time a picture is taken, the orbs are moving or move and stop. Other times they are stationary.



Several orbs, just after I left the lean-to.





Taken earlier in the night, this is a picture I didn’t realize had an orb until later.



Orb to the right, strong presence in the middle with some streaks or rain.



This is a crown orb pictured on our creek bank behind our house.



Our property has a portal, visible here, with an orb visible on the left bottom going up.



This shows an energy coming out of the ground on our property.



Often we delete pictures because what are orbs, faeries, spirits, portals, Holy ones, etc. are deemed errors. This was 
taken on a trip we made to Mary Magdellan’s cave in the southeast of France. Note  orb at the base of a statue of her 

and one of her children.



Blown up you can see the intricate design and colors  of this orb in Mary Magdalene’s cave.



Christine Whited
www.circleofintention.com
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Tom Meade – Holistic Practitioner
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607 343-7124

Tours of Highland Falls, NJ can be scheduled with Christine Whited
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